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About This Game

The game features an endless mode where you jump across trains while fighting enemies. The difficulty increases as you
progress. Earn coins as you play in order to unlock new items such as weapons and abilities to increase your highscore.

- Earn coins by playing

- Unlock new weapons

- Unlock new weapon skins

- Unlock special abilities
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Title: Trainiac
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Max Grindebäck
Publisher:
Max Grindebäck
Release Date: 28 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64 bit

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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You can't even play the game. I was trying to make a website to start making money but it said I had to either buy out my
investors or hit 15 milestones. Milestones like "get 2000 registered users" which is impossible to get if I can't make a website in
the first place. I had 40 k in the game but to buy out my the investors cost 9.7 million? what the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665? I
thought this was a bug and I tried again buy doing the exact same stuff as I did earlier but no. The game really is broken.. know
what? its fun and its less than a dollar right now, so if you like roguelites do yourself a favor and pick this one up.. I have lots of
fun with that game and i want more! Your team are on the good track for sure! Now the bad... The belt for hanging the gun
should be a all around belt ... Cause the the virtual hip follow the head and it is hard to quick draw with a full body motion. Just
saying! And for the menu it should be just a shoot it menu no cursor we do not need cursor only bullets!bullets!bullets! It is a
gun game after all no! I wish you good luck and keep the good work!. Absolutely amazing game to play!!! Loved every minute
of it!!!. One of the finest Visual Novels i've ever had the pleasure of reading.. I originally bought the game only because I
wanted to support the team who made antibirth but I found myself really enjoying the gameplay: the platforming, the difficulty
(which PS is insane) the secrets and especially the weapons.
I would recommend this game to everyone who enjoys tough platforming and tough gameplay once in awhile.. - "6 Levels" No,
only 1, the shadow change, that all.....
- Game Crash....
- At the end of a level, nothing happen, 50\/50, nothing, you need to exit and restart the game to choose the next level

Steam should have a new rule : Release a bad games\/scam like this one = Dev banned of steam\/greenlight. ...terrible interactive
design. I even cannot press "exit" on the initial interface with that bloody hand.
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A well written VN. It's hard to say much else.. Good game but too short. I love that mechanic of enemys & shooting. DLC's
dosn't work and it's sad :(. Hope u will develop this game.. Inferior tool 0\/10. For some strange reason this game runs perfectly
fine on Windows 7 without and modifications or tinkering whatsoever but Disciples 2 is a ♥♥♥♥♥ to start up requiring a lot of
tinkering and frustration.. A really good mahjong game with tons of challenging levels. Even though it's still in early access, it's
already available to play in both VR and standard modes. The soundtrack and the tile design just sets the perfect atmosphere for
the game.. 10\/10 would make G.O.A.T. puns whilst playing Gen again. Easy to access, fast interface and highly recommended.
Battlefield Vietnam uses this song!
I love it.. It's a pretty cool game. It's indie, and there's a little jankyness, but no game breaking bugs. Kinda difficult at first,
there isn't much hand holding here. After a few hours of play and reading a couple little guides on steam, I'm doing well.
Thumbs up.. Really hard to follow tutorial. Glitches out if you go to quickly and keeps you in an endless state of pain if you are
new.
However, It is quite fun once you do get out of the terrible tutorial system, runs great and easy once tutorial is done!

Just needs a fix to the tutorial!
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